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PREFACE 
 
 
This thesis was made on the topic of “Development of a prototype web shop." as a final year thesis 
project by Mengistu Kirubel Abebe. This thesis was intended to be made for a small business firm 
that sells, rents and /or exchanges used cars.  
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Mengistu Kirubel Abebe  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Oulu University of Applied Sciences 
Degree Program in Information Technology 
 
Author: Kirubel Abebe Mengistu 
Title of thesis: Development of a Prototype Web Shop. 
Supervisor: Kari Laitinen 
Term and year of completion: Spring 2014  Number of pages: 69 
 
 
 
 
This Bachelor's thesis was commissioned by a firm called “IGO Toiminimi“ and the aim of it was to 
develop a web application to help both the company and private users to post and advertise cars 
they are selling, renting or exchanging. 
 
To develop this application few technologies and tools were used. They include PHP, MySQL, 
HTML, JavaScript, CSS, Bootstrap (to design the interface) and Sublime Text (as a source code 
editor). It was able to use these tools and technologies by integrating each other to give the desired 
output. 
 
As a result there is a working program that runs in a “localhost” server connection. Users can 
register and log in to the system in order to interact with the application. As it has not been tested on 
a real working server on a web, in future the development requires more options for the users  for a 
better interaction with the system in a user friendly and easy way. More technologies might also 
need to be introduced for a faster and better outcome.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The aim of this thesis project was to build a web application to sell, rent and exchange cars in the 
market. The design focuses on a small business firm. The application will help both the firm and the 
private users to post advertisements on cars and other vehicles they want to sell, exchange or rent. 
Through the website the clients and/or the firm can advertise their cars on a broader market. This 
helps the user to have a wide option and a regular visit to the website.  
 
This thesis contains a step by step flow of the codes which builds up the entire application. The 
declaration and making of database from the scratch, and also a screen shot image of the console 
which were used in order to build the application have been described in detail. One can use the 
implementations elsewhere, by following the steps and procedures. A special attention must be paid 
during the formation of files and folders because each functionality of the different files and folders 
are related to each other since an object oriented programing language has been used. This helps 
to avoid a nested way of programing style and to make several individual codes of files, which help 
errors and faults to be traced easily.    
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2 THE WORK ENVIRONMENT 
 
The working environment of this project was chosen to be a Sublime 2 text editor version 2.0.2 as a 
console, and XAMPP as a local host to connect Apache and MySQl database.  
XAMPP is an open-source web server package that works on various platforms. It is actually an 
acronym with X meaning “cross” platform, A for Apache HTTP server, M for MySQL, P for PHP, and 
P for Perl. XAMPP was designed to help webpage developers, programmers, and designers to 
check and review their work using their computers even without a connection to the web or the 
internet. So, basically XAMPP may be used to stand as pages for the internet even without a 
connection to it. It can also be used to create and configure with databases written in MySQL and/or 
SQLite. And since XAMPP is designed as a cross-platform server package, it is available for a 
variety of operating systems and platforms like Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and Solaris.  
(Erwin Z, 2011 date of retrieval 26.3.2014). 
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3 SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE WEB APPLICATION. 
  
This web application will be updated all the time whenever there are new available cars for the 
clients, so that, according to their needs the clients can buy, rent or exchange cars. Users must log 
in to the system to interact with it. For instance, if a user wants to sell his/her car and would want to 
upload pictures and more details about the car, he/she must first register and sign in to the system 
to have the access.  
Registering to the system will grant the users to have a file uploading access; he/she can also 
update, delete and change his/her records in the system. The website, otherwise, will be available 
for a view by any users without requiring a registration. Users can also find any provided information 
about the contact information of the seller, price, pictures, history and information about the car and 
many more. 
FIGURE 1 shows a sample screen shot of the application. As the application is still a prototype, its 
user interface is somewhat crude.  
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                                       FIGURE 1. A prototype of the web page. 
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4 Implementation. 
 
This application was created by starting to build the database table in “phpMyAdmin” “localhost” 
server. In order to log in, on XAMP control panel v3.2.1 had to be connected, which allowed the 
access to sign in to “phpMyAdmin”. When the XAMP control panel v3.2.1 was successfully 
connected, it activated the Apache and MySQL servers’ which are responsible for the storage and 
making use of data in a database.  
 
After connecting the Apache and MySQL servers’ and the local host XAMPP control panel v3.2.1 
successfully, browse the local host server:- 
- URL “127.0.0.1/phpmyadmin” 
and log in:- 
- Username:- “root” 
- Password :- “  ” 
A database was created, for which the whole database table created was to be connected to each 
other in this project. For this case the database name was created as “kiru”. This database was 
made to contain other database tables. Specific tables were created for a specific implementation. 
The detail of implementation and creation of the tables are explained in this document.  
A Sublime Text 2 editor was also used to write the source codes. It is a cross platform text and 
source code editor.  
 
The “Development of a prototype web shop” project contained several files and folders. These files 
and folders had to be saved and stored in a main (parent) folder name called “thesis”. This “thesis” 
folder also contained sub-folders and files. The relational model of the files and folders are shown in 
FIGURE 2. 
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FIGURE 2. Files and folders, and their relations inside of “thesis” folder. 
 
 
4.1 Database  
   
A relational database is a database that has a collection of tables of data items, all of which are 
formally described and organized according to the relational model. Data in a single table represents 
a relation, from which the name of the database type comes. In typical solutions, tables may have 
additionally defined relationships with each other. 
In the relational model, each table schema must identify a column or group of columns, called 
the primary key, to uniquely identify each row. A relationship can then be established between each 
row in the table and a row in another table by creating a foreign key, a column or group of columns 
in one table that points to the primary key of another table. The relational model offers various levels 
of refinement of table organization and reorganization called database normalization. The database 
management system (DBMS) of a relational database is called an RDBMS, and is the software of a 
relational database. (Wikipedia 2014c. Date of retrieval 23.5. 2014) 
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4.1.1 Folders 
 
There are few folders and sub-folders inside of the “thesis” folder that contains files which comprise 
the building blocks for this project; the schematic diagram FIGURE 2 describes the relations and 
contents of the files and folders. 
 
This section is focused on the idea of a basic “php” object oriented programing method for building a 
log in and registration functionality by building several help classes and main classes which are 
used to build a part of the project. Most of the functionalities were obtained from open source 
materials and they were customized, so that, they can be used elsewhere. 
To build up the log in and registration functionality, the database structure was set to insert records 
and the ability to read from the database. For this purpose three tables were required:- 
1- Users table 
2- Groups table 
3- Users_Session table (stores session data where clients/users are asked to remember to be 
signed in). 
A “users” table was designed having the structural contents with seven columns as shown 
below in FIGURE 3. 
 
FIGURE 3. creating “users” table. 
 
a) id:-  the first row of the table is set to have  “id” as a name and “INT” as a type with ‘int()” 
value’, “PRIMARY” as an index, Auto Increment “(A_I)” to keep on incrementing whenever a 
new data is being supplied. 
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b) username:-  this field has a (variable character) “VARCHAR” as a ‘Type’ and certained 
number for “Length/values” (64 in this case). 
c) password:-  this field has a “VARCHAR” as a ‘Type’ and a curtained number for 
“Length/values”. (The larger the length is, the more the stronger the password is.) 
d) salt:-  this field has a “VARCHAR” as a ‘Type’ and a contained number for “Length/values” 
(in this case 32 ). 
e) name:- this field has a “VARCHAR” as a ‘Type’ and a certain number for 
“Length/values”.(Names could be sometimes larger.) 
f) joined:- this field has “DATETIME” as a ‘Type’, which obviously contained the date and time. 
It contained the information of the date when the client/user has signed in. 
g) group:- it has an “INT” as a ‘Type’,  which was the group associated to identify the 
administrator from the standard user. 
And by saving all the information, the table has a structure looking like as shown below in 
FIGURE 4. 
 
FIGURE 4. “users” table and contents. 
 
The second table that needed to be created was the “groups” table, which has three columns as 
“id”, “name” and “permission” as shown below in FIGURE 5. 
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FIGURE 5, creating “groups” table. 
 
a) id:- this field has to be set to “id” as a name and “INT” as a ‘Type’ with the value of any 
number (in this case set to 11), “PRIMARY” as an index, Auto Increment “(A_I)” to keep on 
incrementing as  new data is supplied to the table. 
b) name:-  this field has a “VARCHAR” as a ‘Type’ and a contained number for 
“Length/values”, this is the name of the client/user which is either an administrator or a 
standard user. 
c) permission:- field have “TEXT”  as a ‘Type’ input, because this “TEXT” type uses a JSON, 
(JavaScript Object Notation ), object of string a specific user has a permission. 
Saving the data inputs in the “groups” table and the result has a structure looking like as 
shown in FIGURE 6.  
 
                 FIGURE 6. “groups” table and content. 
 
3) Users_session:- This table has three columns, This was the session where hashes of 
people/users have asked to be remembered by the system when they are logging in. The principle  
is, that the system stores “hash” which corresponds to a “user_id” and “hash”, If this matches and 
the “cookie hash” matches with the database, then that particular user can be logged in. 
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                  FIGURE 7. creating a “users_session” table. 
 
a) id:-  this “id” field has “INT” as a ‘Type’ and a value of certain number, index is set to 
“PRIMARY”. Auto Incremented is checked “(A_I)” to keep on incrementing as a new data 
input is available. 
b) user_id:- determines which user is in question, This field has “INT” as a ‘Type’ and a certain 
number for “Length/values”. This stores the actual name of a user which would also be 
recognized as either an administrator or a standard user. 
c) hash:- this field just has “VARCHAR”  as a ‘Type’ input. 
By saving the data that has been fed to the tables so far, the “users_session” has a table resembles 
as shown below in FIGURE 8. 
 
 
FIGURE 8. “users_session” table. 
 
After creating and saving the “users_session” table as in FIGURE 8, some group data through the 
“Insert” option has been inserted, and these users are identified as a “Standard user” and the other 
one as an “Administrator”. The insert method is shown as in the picture below in FIGURE 9 (a) and 
(b). 
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                FIGURE 9 (a). representing the “Standard user” group element. 
 
 
             FIGURE 9 (b). The “Administrator” group elemen. 
 
The above picture represents the “Administrator” group element. And it is assigned as “{“admin”: 1}” 
as a permission value, It also represents a JASON (JavaScript Object Notation)  string, checking the 
element based on the assigned permission. There fore, the “Administrator” group has a permission 
identifier as “admin”. 
 
4.2 Files and directories 
 
This session is a discussion of covered steps of creating directories and files. Inside of this 
directories, the structure has a certain pattern to follow and as in the following sequence of 
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discussions and explanations, each file is designed to have its own purpose in the execution of the 
program. The subsequent discussion is mainly dealt with cods, thus making everything work. 
 
4.2.1 Root directory 
 
A root directory was created for previewing the browther, and the name of the root directory was 
assigned as “thesis”, And inside of this directory folder, four sub-folders were created, namely: 
- classes folder, 
- core folder, 
- functions folder and 
- includes folders. 
Files also needed to be created outside these folders and yet still inside of the “thesis” root folder, 
and these are as follows:- 
- index.php 
- login.pho 
- logout.php 
- pforile.php 
- register.php 
- update.php 
- changepassword.php 
and inside the “classes” folder files were created, Since this is an object oriented programing 
functionalities, an input helpers were needed to ease up inputs. 
      -     Config.php 
      -     Cookie.php 
      -     DB.php (DataBase) 
      -     Hash.php 
      -     nput.php 
      -     Redirec.php 
      -    Session.php 
      -    Token.php 
      -    User.php 
      -    Validation.php 
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In the “core” folder, there is only one file called “init.php”. 
In the “functions” folder, there is also one file called “sanitize.php”. 
In an “includes” folder, there is a file called “errors” and inside this file there is another file called 
“404.php”. 
 
The Implimentation was begun by initializing an “init.php” page, This defined the starting of session 
(where people/users can log in) and set a configuration file (“config.php”), which defines an 
“Autoload” function. 
 
4.2.2-Building “init.php” inside “core” folder 
 
The following steps were carried out according to the tutorial series of “PHP OOP Login/Register 
System” ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_hNNAdyfQk  , Date of retrieval 26.5.2014 ). 
 
Step 1 
Session starts 
 
Step 2 
Defining a global variable contains an array of different configuration settings. And in the array, the 
following things are placed or defined:- 
2.1 mysql as a storage area array, 
Inside of the mysql, the array containe, the following properties: 
                      2.1.1  host 
                      2.1.2  username 
                      2.1.3  password and 
                      2.1.4  database(db). 
2.2 remember settings array, 
Inside of the remember the array contains the following properties: 
2.2.1  cookie_name 
2.2.2 cookie_expiry (the value of the cookie_expiry time should be set in seconds by 
converting the ammount of time one should be remembered). 
2.3 session which contains the session_name and tocken_name. 
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Inside of the session array contains, the following properties: 
2.3.1 session_name 
2.3.2 tocken_name 
 
 
Step 3 
Create a function of “Autoload”. An object oriented programing uses lots of classe that requires the 
functionality of auto loading, which is a quick and efficient way of loading classes as it is required 
rather than creating and maintaining every time when requiring it. 
 
Step 4 
Include the functions directory by requiring once, and the “init.php” file inside the “core” folder would 
look like as shown in FIGURE 10. 
 
FIGURE 10 “init.php” source code. 
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4.2.3 Building “sanitize.php” file. 
 
This is a small function system, called an escape function which is very important in outputting data 
and storing it in a database. It is important to sanitize data when going in and going out. This 
function basically takes strings and use html entities. The file was created as shown below. 
 
Step 1 
It was created an escape function parsing a string, which returns “html-entities” of the string passed 
in the function. 
 
FIGURE 11 “sanitize.php” code. 
 
 
 
4.2.4. Building “Config.php” inside “classes” folder 
 
This” Config.php” class allows the drawing of any option as desired in a precise way from the 
“config” (see  
FIGURE 12), which has been created in the “init.php” file in “core” folder. 
 
Step 1 
A class called “Config” was created with a public static method called “get”. And then, the path was 
defined to pass a variable inside the “get” method. 
 
Step 2 
It was checked if the “path” was passed in to this method. To do that, variables were created to 
define where the “config” was coming from to allow defining the variables “config” and “path” and to 
proceed. 
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Step 3 
Loop through each pieces, to loop each elements of this array a “foreach ($path as $bit)” loop was 
used. And also it was checked if these set in the “config”. 
 
Step 4 
It was checked if the above defined elements were set in the “Config”. And, it was handled with a 
language construct:- 
if(isset($config[$bit])){ 
        …#code 
     }. 
 
FIGURE 12. “Config.php” code and deceleration. 
 
4.2.5 Building a “DB.php” file 
 
The core of this application is the “DB.php” file, which is also an essential part of the system. It is the 
file which is responsible for data accessing or storing. This file is a database wrapper and it interacts 
with the databases. The file was created in the following steps. 
 
Step 1 
A class called “DB” was defined. And in this class, a private static instance variable was created. It 
allows using functionalities over and over without defining them everywhere. This stores the 
instance of the database if it is available. 
The other variable needed to be defined in this class are: 
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- pdo (php data object): helps to store objects and can be able to use them elsewhere. 
- query: this is the last query that is executed. 
- error: will represent if there is an error or not, whether the query failed, and a method can be 
set to check if there has been an error. 
- results:-  the result stores the output results and it will be set. 
- count:- the count counts the results. 
All the above mentioned variables needed also to be instantiated and set to be to a private variable. 
 
Step 2 
Another private method was created, for this case, a construct method was used. And inside of this 
private method, a “try” and “catch” the “pdo” (php data object) connection defined above. So, the 
application was set to kill the page if there is an error. 
To “try” and “catch” the “pdo” connection, the private “pdo” property to the “pdo” connection was set, 
and this connection set up took three fields ($string, $username, $password). The string field 
defined what database actually needs to be connected with what, the name of the database and the 
host too. The value of the fields concatenates with the “Config.php” files. The following line dictates 
the flow of the codes: 
try { 
$this->_pdo = new PDO('mysql:host='. 
Config::get('mysql/host') . 
';dbname='. 
Config::get('mysql/db'), 
Config::get('mysql/username'), 
Config::get('mysql/password')); 
       } catch 
(PDOExeption $e) { 
die($e->getMessage()); 
      } 
Step 3 
A public static method called a “get” instance was created. This checks if the object is already 
instantiated, by instantiating it means, creating a connection to the database. If it hasn’t been 
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instantiated, instantiate it, and if it has already been instantiated, return the instance. That can be 
handled by using the following lines of codes: 
              if(!isset(self::$instance)) { 
self::$instance = new DB( ); 
       } 
return self::$instance; 
 
Step 4 
After connection has been established in step 3, a result was fetched from a generic query method 
by creating a public query method which takes two arguments:- 
- preparing an “sql” which parses through a string, and 
- an array called “params” to check whether anything has been defined or not. 
Another important check point to notice is to reset the error back to false. This is to make sure that, 
it is possible to perform a multiple query one after the other, so that, it prevents from returning an 
error for the previous query. 
$this ->_error = false; 
It was checked if the query has been prepared properly. This query can be checked, using an “if( )” 
statement as follows:- 
if($this->_query=$this->_pdo->prepare( 
$sql)) { 
$x = 1; //this is to determine the 
 //position where we currently are and set it                                              
//to be 1; 
if(count($params)) { 
foreach($params as $param ) { 
$this->_query->bindValue($x, $param ); 
$x++; 
        } 
      } 
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The query was executed regardless of the above execution. Also, if there are no any parameters, 
the query must still be executed. And that has been dealt as follows: 
                
if($this->_query->execute( )) { 
$this->_results=$this->_query->fetchAll(  
PDO::FETCH_OBJ );   
//it will set the result and stores the query by 
//fetching the method PDO as a result. Hence, it is an 
//object oriented programing it needs to return an 
//object not an array of columns 
$this ->_count=$this->_query->rowCount( ) 
//this will update a count 
} else { 
$this ->_error = true; 
       } 
 
Step 5 
An “action” public function was defined it takes “action”, “table” and an “array” where the action is 
caused in a query. 
The functionality of “action” is shown, in a faster and efficient way step wise. 
 
public function action( $action,$table, 
$where = array ( )) { 
if(count($where) === 3) { 
$operators = array('=','>','<','>=','<='); 
$field = $where[0]; 
$operator = $where[1]; 
$value = $where[2]; 
if(in_array($operator,$operators)) { 
$sql = "{$actin} FROM {$table} WHERE 
     {$field} {$operator}?"; 
if(!$this->query($sql,array($value))-> 
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error( )) { 
return $this; 
          } 
         } 
return false; 
           } 
         } 
 
And also, the counts of ($where) passed in was checked to be equal to 3. Hence, it requires a field, 
an operator and a value. 
if(count($where) === 3) 
//From the ( $where ) array, extract 
$field = $where[0]; 
$operator = $where[1]; 
$value = $where [ 2 ]; 
 
It was checked if the operator is inside the array. It was also checked, if the operator is inside the 
operators array: 
if(in_array($operator,$operators)) 
It was constructed a query and used the query method which was already built in step 4 as: 
$sql = "{$action} FROM {$table} WHERE 
$field} {$operator}?"; 
 //the “?” makes the query, this will just bind that value on. 
 
            FIGURE 13. “sql” representation in “DB.php”. 
 
And this is how the use of a query method performs. So, it can be put as in (FIGURE 14). 
 
           FIGURE 14. query method performs in “DB.php”. 
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Otherwise outside of all this, the desired output is to return false. 
Once the query is successfully running, the current object needs to be returned. Because later on, it 
is required to create a method that allows the result set to return. 
 
Step 6 
A “get” public function was set with a method that gets from a table to where or how it is required to 
do things in the field. 
public function get($table,$where) { 
return $this->action('SELECT*',$table, 
$where);                                                                     
} 
These have grabbed every field required, because the assumption is that, everything from the user 
table is needed, and passes them to the array variable ($where). 
 
Step 7 
A “delete” public function was set, and in this delete method, it deletes a table from where or how 
the “delete” do things in the field. 
public function delete($table,$where) { 
return $this->action(‘DELETE',$table, 
$where ); 
        } 
 
Step 8 
A “count” public function which returns an error as a count was built as: 
public function count( ) { 
return $this->_count; 
        } 
 
The above 8 steps grabbed the data from the database, and in the following steps by adding extra 
functionalities, it has made possible to make a user to register and log in to the system. Begun with 
focusing on retrieving data from the database, so far, the above 8 steps have showed checking 
whether the last queries were returning anything or not. The following step introduces a method that 
allows returning only the first result. 
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Step 9 
A public function called “results” was created, it returns the results object: 
public function results( ) { 
return $this->_results; 
        } 
 
Step 10 
A public function called “first” was created, which return the first result in the database table. 
public function first( ) { 
return $this->_results[0]; 
       } 
 
This retrieves the results or data from the database using a database wrapper, either by looping 
through all results or by just picking one result. 
Preceding the next step made the database wrapper (DB.php) to have the ability to insert and 
update records that already exist. The insert method takes the name of the table and list of the fields 
that require to be inserted by a field name and value. 
 
Step 11 
A public method function called “insert” was created. This method takes two variables defined as, 
the table and the fields as an array of data. At this point, it was checked if the field has any data by 
counting it. And to check if there was data in the fields array, a few variables were been created as: 
$keys = array_keys($fields); 
$values = null; 
$x = 1; 
This allows building up of a query to insert specific tables as shown below: 
 public function insert($table,$fields 
= array( )) { 
$keys = array_keys($fields); 
$values = null; 
$x = 1; 
foreach($fields as $value) { 
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$values .= "?"; 
if($x<count($fields)) { 
$values .= ','; 
           } 
$x++; 
           } 
$sql="INSERT INTO {$table} (`".implode(  
'`,`',$keys)."`) VALUES  
({$values})"; 
if(!$this->query($sql,$fields)->error()) { 
return true; 
          } 
return false; 
          } 
 
Step 12 
A public function called “update” was created. It takes three variables as “table”, “id” and “fields”, to 
help updating the table, specific “id” and set of fields. 
public function update($table,$id, 
$fields = array()) { 
$set = null;  //setting to empty string 
$x = 1;   
 //incrementing x variables for each elemetns 
foreach($fields as $name=>$value) { 
$set .= "{$name}= ?"; 
if($x<count($fields)) { 
$set.=','; 
          } 
$x++; 
          } 
$sql = "UPDATE users SET {$set} WHERE id 
= {$id}";  
        //updating particular table, the result  
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                   //of building up set to be built up 
if(!$this->query($sql,$fields)->error()) 
           { 
return true; 
           } 
return false; 
           } 
 
 
Step 13 
A public function called “error” was created, it returns the error. 
public function error ( ) { 
return $this ->_error; 
             } 
 
Step 14 
This step showed the ability how to insert and update the records that already exist. An observation 
was made looking at the insert method that just basically takes the name of the table and list of the 
fields that are required to be inserted by a field name and value. 
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FIGURE 15. This is how the “DB.php” database wrapper looks like. 
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4.3 Building a “Validate.php” file, “Input.php” file and “register.php” file functionality 
 
To build “Validate” functionality, it is essential to make the register functionality and at the same time 
to make the functionalities more relevant. The register function does not actually register the user, 
but rather, includes the form, and validates each of these form fields. And if passing the validation 
leaves this block empty, it is made possible to come back to it at a later time. The register form 
provided the ability to include the required fields. It also provided the ability to include fields it should 
or should not match the password and the secondary password. It also includes the ability to check 
the unique values as well. The functionalities were implemented according to the following steps. 
 
Step 1 
Create and build a “form” for a “register.php” page by including the basic functionality of the “form” 
as below: 
 <form action = " " method = "post">  
 //action will be left empty, 
                                                                                         
//and the    method is post method. 
<div class="field"> //div wrapper styling 
<label for="username">Choose a username</label> 
<input type="text" name="username" id="username" 
value = "<?php echo escape (Input::get('username')); 
?>"> 
</div> 
<div class ="field"> 
<label for ="password">Choose a password</label> 
<input type ="password" name ="password" id=" 
password"> 
</div> 
<div class ="field"> 
<label for ="password_again">Enter your password 
again</label> 
<input type ="password" name= "password_again" id ="   
password_again"> 
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</div> 
<div class ="field"> 
<label for ="name">Your name</label> 
<input type ="text" name ="name" id ="name" value ="  
<?php echo escape (Input::get('name'));?>"> 
</div> 
     <input type ="submit" value ="Register"> 
     <input type ="hidden" name ="token" value ="  
     <?php echo Token::generate(); ?>"> 
     </form> 
 
This gave a result in an interface looking like the FIGURE 16 (a) below, which actually does not do 
anything since the “php” functionality has not implemented yet. 
 
                     FIGURE 16 (a). “register.php” interface. 
 
It was checked if the input actually existed or not, and when some validation error occurs, it should 
be able to give the user a data back, so that, the user does not have to constantly type the data of 
the form. It was proceeded by making the input class in the “Input.php” page. 
 
Step 2 
In this step, a method was made to check if any data actually existed, in other words, if the input has 
been provided or not. The second method was a static method which basically retrieves an item. 
Therefore, a simple input class was defined and this class does not need any properties. 
class Input { 
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public static function exists($type = 
'post') {  
// static method, the post method just checks if post 
//is provided or not. 
switch($type) { 
case 'post': 
return(!empty($_POST)) ? true: false; 
break; 
case 'get': 
return(!empty($_GET)) ? true: false; 
break; 
default: 
return false; 
break; 
      } 
     } 
 
This has defined the “class Input”, and used this definition in the “register.php” page. And to make 
the use of the class built in “Input.php” page, a “require_once ‘core / init.php’ ” was introduced at this 
point in the file on the top of “register.php” page, because it allowed the advantage of using an 
autoloader in “core/init.php”. Therefore, by implementing an “if ( )” statement, checked the existence 
of the input as: 
if(input::exists( )) { 
echo ‘It Exists’;  // this will show us if 
//this form has detected 
       } 
 
The “Register” button was clicked to observe the message “It Exists” as shown below in FIGURE 16 
(b). This indicated that the data has been successfully submitted or exists. 
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                            FIGURE 16 (b). “register.php” interface. 
 
Step 3 
A “get” static method to get an item in the “Input.php” page was defined. First, it was checked the 
post item data in the “if ( )” statement as: 
public static function get($item) { 
if(isset($_POST [$item])) { //checking for 
//post data first 
return $_POST[$item]; 
//if available, return that item. 
     } else if (isset($_GET[$item])) { 
     return $_GET[$item]; 
          } 
return ''; 
//assume this data has something,  
//if not just return an empty string. 
          } 
This was one way to validate the “class Input” in the “Input.php” page. The following FIGURE 17 
shows the full line of source code for “Input.php” file. 
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                                  FIGURE 17. “Input.php” file source code. 
 
Continuing to the “register.php” file, extended the functionality which helped to build the 
“Validat.php”. To do that, inside the “if ( )” statement created in step 2, the following was defined: 
$validate = new Validate( ); 
$validation = $validate->check($_POST, 
array (  
//new instance of instantiating a class of new 
//object to perform validation, it also checks 
// a particular set of data which is _POST. 
'username'=>array( 
//this array will include all the rules in the 
//validation. 
'required'=>true, 
'min'=>2, 
'max'=>20, 
'unique'=>'users' 
//avoids creating additional query  
//somewhere inside this code, and will be 
// unique in the users table. 
          ), 
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‘password'=>array( 
'required'=>true, 
'min'=>6 
          ), 
'password_again'=>array( 
'required'=>true, 
'matches'=>'password' 
          ), 
'name'=>array( 
'required'=>false, 
'min'=>2, 
'max'=>50 
          ) 
 
These were what were required to happen inside of the “class validate” in “Validate.php” file. 
 
Step 4 
To detect if step 3 (validation) has passed or not, it was checked by building another “if ( )” 
statement as: 
if($validation->passed()) { 
//register user 
} else { 
//output errors 
       } 
 
The “Validate.php” file was built up by defining the class called “Validate”. In terms of properties, it is 
needed to detect whether “validation” is passed or not. It might also be needed to check if there has 
been an error, and if so, this error would be stored to be an output. Also, it was needed to get the 
ability to create an instance of the database. All this was taken care in the construct function. And 
when constructing the function, these instances in the database were set. 
For this “class Validate”, three private properties are needed: 
- Private $_passed = false, //set it to false as a default 
- Private $_errors = array ( ), 
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- Private $_db = null; //nothing or empty 
And in terms of constructor, there has been a public function construct, and this was called when the 
“class Validate” was instantiated: 
public function __construct() { 
$this->_db = DB::getInstance(); 
       } 
 
The final public function “check” method passed the data that was needed to loop through and 
checked. It looped and checked an array of rules too. This was to make an observation to list items 
that are already defined through, and the rules defined inside the items. It passed a source and 
array of items as an argument in this check method and the details. It is also important to list the 
rules inside of them and check it to the source provided, and add it to the errors as proceeding. By 
items it is meant ‘username’, ‘password’, ‘password_again’ and ‘name’ and the rules are the arrays, 
which govern the array elements.eg ‘requred’, ‘min’,’max’ …etc. 
public function check($source, $items =  
array()) { 
foreach($items as $item=>$rules) { 
foreach($rules as $rule=>$rule_value) { 
$value=trim($source[$item]);  
//trim this to avoid white space 
if($rule === 'required' && $rule_value === 
true && empty($value)) { 
$this->addError("{$item} is required."); 
} else if(!empty($value)) {  
//if the value is not empty,  
//then switch the rule for min, 
//max, matches and unique. 
Switch($rule) { 
case 'min':       
if(strlen($value) < $rule_value) { 
     //check the string length is < the rule 
//value   
$this->addError("{$item} must be a minimum 
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of {$rule_value}characters."); 
          } 
break; 
case 'max':       
if(strlen($value)>$rule_value) { 
//check the string length is > the rule 
//value  
$this->addError("{$item} must be a maximum  
of{$rule_value}characters.");                                                                                                                   
       }               
break;                
case 'matches':      
if($value!=$source[$rule_value]) {    
$this->addError("{$rule_value} must match  
{$item}."); 
     }               
break;                
case 'unique':      
$check = $this->_db->get('users',array( 
$item,'=',$value)); 
if($check->count()) {      
$this->addError("{$item}is already taken." 
        ); 
        }   
break;                                                                                      
 
        } 
            } 
           } 
          } 
     if(empty($this->_errors)) { 
$this->_passed = true; 
        }                                          
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return $this; 
        }                                        
Step 5 
If the value is missing there is no point in checking out and validating anything. If a user name is not 
interred, again there is no point in checking the existence of the item. Also, there is no point in 
checking the minimum and maximum values and so on. Therefore, it is essential to check whether 
the item actually existed as: 
if($rule === 'required' && $rule_value === 
true && empty($value)) 
       {                                                 
$this->addError("{$item} is required."); 
       }                                      
 “addError” is a protected or private function which adds an error to an error array and defines it as: 
protected function addError($error) { 
$this->_errors[] = $error; 
       }                                      
Step 6 
Another public method called “errors” was created. It gave all potential lists of errors as an output. 
 public function errors() { 
return $this->_errors; 
       } 
Step 7 
A public method called “passed” was created. It checked if the validation has passed. 
 public function passed() { 
return $this->_passed; } 
Below it is shown how the “validate.php” validation class might look. 
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FIGURE 18. “Validate.php” source codes. 
 
4.4 Building a “Token class” and “Session class” 
 
Security plays an important role in the cyber world. A potential security vulnerability, specifically, a 
cross site request forgery (CSRF), which is defined as an attack which forces an end user to 
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execute unwanted actions on a web application in which he/she is currently authenticated. With a 
little help of social engineering (like sending a link via email/chat), an attacker may trick the users of 
a web application into executing actions of the attacker's choosing. A successful CSRF exploit can 
compromise end user data and operation in case of a normal user. If the targeted end user is the 
administrator account, this can compromise the entire web application. (CSRF. Date of retrieval 
4.3.2014). 
 
A “Token class” was built to help: 
- generating a “token” and 
- check if the token “exists”, “valid” and “deletes”. 
This helps to generate a “token” for each refreshed pages, for which only that particular page knows 
so that another user or attacker from somewhere else cannot use the page because the token will 
be always checked. 
 
Step 1 
The token form was generated inside of a “register.php” file before the actual “Token.php” was 
developed solely as in FIGURE 19, 
 
                              FIGURE 19. generating a “Token” inside of “register.php” file. 
 
Step 2 
The “Token.php” file was built by first defining a class called “Token”. And inside of this class, a 
method called “generate” as a public static function was built: 
class Token { 
public static function generate() { 
return Session::put(Config::get 
(‘session/token_name’), md5(uniqid()));                                                                                                                                         
       } 
      } 
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Step 3 
In “Session.php” file class, the “put” functionality defined in step 2 was built, and to do that “class 
Session” had to be defined by creating a public static function called “put” as: 
class Session { 
public static function put($name, $value) 
          { 
     return $_SESSION [$name] = $value; 
             } 
                             } 
 
Step 4 
A public static function called “check” was created, and parsed a “token” through it to check if the 
“token” existed in the session and “delete” the session if the “token” was equal to the “token” that 
currently applied to the session. 
public static function check($token) { 
$tokenName=Config::get('session/ 
token_name'); 
if(Session::exists($tokenName) &&  
$token === Session::get($tokenName)) { 
Session::delete($tokenName); 
return true; 
       }                                    
return false; 
                              }                                  
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FIGURE 20. “class Token” in “Token.php” file.  
 
Step 5 
In the “Session” class in “Session.php” file, a public static function called “exists” was built to check 
that a particular session existed. This method took a “name” and returns “true” if “token”                      
name was set to that session. 
public static function exists($name) {  
return(isset($_SESSION[$name]))? 
true:false; 
          } 
 
Step 6 
An ability to delete the “token” was created. It was also a public static method called “delete”. If the 
token existed, then it would have been unset. 
public static function delete($name) { 
if(self::exists($name)) { 
unset($_SESSION [$name]); 
      }                                   
                                                        
Step 7 
To get a particular value of a session, a public static function called “get” method had to be defined. 
Therefore to get a value: 
public static function get($name) { 
return $_SESSION [$name]; 
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      }                                     
Step 8 
Flashing the data with the session, this is a concept of an ability to flash a message and make it 
unavailable for next time when it is refreshed. To proceed, a public static function method called 
“flash” was created. It contained a “name” for a “flash data”. Initially the content of the “flash data” 
was set to be a null (empty) string. It had to be checked first if the “session” existed, and if it did, a 
message was allowed to flash and then after to delete the “session”. The following line of code 
shows how it might be done: 
public static function flash($name, 
$string = null) { 
if(self::exists($name)) { 
$session = self::get($name); 
self::delete($name); 
return $session; 
} else if($string) { 
self::put($name,$string); 
         }                                 
        } 
 FIGURE 21, below depicts the lines of codes for the “Session.php” class methods defining ( “get”, 
“delete” and “flash” ) methods:- 
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FIGURE 21. “get”, “delete” and “flash” methods defined in “Session.php” file. 
  
4.5 Building a “User class” (“User.php”) and a “Hash class” (“Hash.php”). 
 
This section mainly dealt with registering a user. This class contained a few functionalities including 
“login”, “update details”, “user has permission”, check if “user exists”, check if “user_id” specified 
and grab details etc. Each functionality played a role in the overall “registration and log in” system 
development of this application. 
 
Step 1 
A class called “User” was created with a private property called “_db” (database) and a public 
function called “construct”, and inside of this “construct”, it was defined whether a user parses in or 
not. 
Class User { 
Private $_db; 
Public function _construct($user = null) { 
$this->_db = DB::getInstance(); 
        } 
       } 
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Step 2 
It was created a functionality which has an ability to create a user. 
public function create($fields = array()) 
            { 
if(!$this->_db->insert('users',$fields)) 
        { 
throw new Exception('There was a problem 
creating an account.'); 
        } 
       } 
 
Step 3 
It was built a “Hash” class in “Hash.php” file. Its purpose was purely for the security. It contained 
three methods. First, a public static function called “make” was defined with a string provided and a 
salt (salt can be provided or not, so for that reason make $string = ‘ ‘ ). 
public static function make($string, $salt 
= '')  { 
return hash('sha256',$string.$salt); 
//securing algorithm method 
       }                                  
The Secure Hash Algorithm is a family of cryptographic hash functions published by the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as a U.S. Federal Information Processing 
Standard (FIPS), and may refer to: 
SHA-0: A retronym applied to the original version of the 160-bit hash function published in 1993 
under the name "SHA". It was withdrawn shortly after publication due to an undisclosed "significant 
flaw" and replaced by the slightly revised version SHA-1. 
SHA-1: A 160-bit hash function which resembles the earlier MD5 algorithm. This was designed by 
the National Security Agency (NSA) to be part of the Digital Signature Algorithm. Cryptographic 
weaknesses were discovered in SHA-1, and the standard was no longer approved for most 
cryptographic uses after 2010. 
SHA-2: A family of two similar hash functions, with different block sizes, known as SHA-256 and 
SHA-512. They differ in the word size; SHA-256 uses 32-bit words where SHA-512 uses 64-bit 
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words. There are also truncated versions of each standard, known as SHA-224 and SHA-384. 
These were also designed by the NSA. 
SHA-3: A hash function formerly called Keccak, chosen in 2012 after a public competition among 
non-NSA designers. It supports the same hash lengths as SHA-2, and its internal structure differs 
significantly from the rest of the SHA family. 
The corresponding standards are FIPS PUB 180 (original SHA), FIPS PUB 180-1 (SHA-1), FIPS 
PUB 180-2 (SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384, and SHA-512). NIST has said that FIPS 180-5 will include 
SHA-3. (Wikipedia. 2014b.Date of retrieval 13.4.2014 ) 
Comparison of SHA functions 
In the table below, internal state means the "internal hash sum" after each compression of a data 
block. 
(Further information: Merkle–Damgård construction) 
TABLE 1. Hash definition and uses (Wikipedia. 2014b.Date of retrieval 13.4.2014). 
 
Algorithm 
and 
variant 
Output 
size 
(bits) 
Internal 
state 
size 
(bits) 
Block 
size 
(bits) 
Max 
message 
size 
(bits) 
Word 
size 
(bits) 
Rounds 
Bitwise 
operations 
Collisionsfound 
Example 
Performance 
(MiB/s)[1] 
MD5 (as 
reference) 
128 128 512 264 − 1 32 64 and,or,xor,rot Yes 335 
SHA-0  160 160 512 264 − 1 32 80 and,or,xor,rot Yes - 
SHA-1  160 160 512 264 − 1 32 80 and,or,xor,rot 
Theoretical 
attack (261)[2] 
192 
SHA-
2  
SHA-
224 
SHA-
256 
224 
256 
256 512 264 − 1 32 64 and,or,xor,shr,rot None 139 
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SHA-
384 
SHA-
512 
SHA-
512/224 
SHA-
512/256 
384 
512 
224 
256 
512 1024 2128 − 1 64 80 and,or,xor,shr,rot None 154 
SHA-
3  
Keccak-
224 
Keccak-
256 
Keccak-
384 
Keccak-
512 
224 
256 
384 
512 
1600 
(5×5 
array of 
64-bit 
words) 
1152 
1088 
832 
576  
64 24 and,xor,not,rot None 
 
 
This salt improved the security of password Hash from “register.php” file: 
                      #...code 
$user->create(array('username'=>Input::get 
('username'),'password'=>Hash::make( 
Input::get('password'),$salt), 
'salt'=>$salt, 
'name'=>Input::get('name'), 
'joined'=>date('Y-m-d H:i:s'), 
'group'=>1 
           #code … 
 
Step 4 
A “salt” method with a public static function was created. It takes the length as an argument and 
returned mcrypt_create_iv($length) as in FIGURE 22. 
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Step 5 
A public static function called “unique” was built and the purpose of this “unique” function was to 
make and build the “hash”. 
public static function unique() { 
return self::make(uniqid()); 
        }                          
                                                               
} 
 
The “Hash.php” lines of codes have a characteristic as the FIGURE 22 shows below. 
 
                                     FIGURE 22. “Hash.php” file lines of codes. 
 
4.6 Building a “Redirect.php” and the “404.php” functionality. 
 
This part dealt with the ability to abstract a “404” error. It was mainly used to redirect a message, 
usually when the user profile does not exists. In order to redirect, use: 
-         Redirect::to(‘somewhere’); 
 
Step 1 
A class called “Redirect” inside “Redirect.php” file was built and this class contained one public 
static method called “to” which takes “location” as a parameter and it was assigned to a null value. 
class Redirect { 
public static function to($location = null 
) { 
if($location) { 
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hHeader(‘Location:’.$location ); 
exit();                                                                                           
         } 
        } 
       } 
 
By introducing the standard error forms, it was possible to add more error forms. Therefore, 
“Redirect.php” file may contain multiple numeric error codes, depending on the implemented 
application. For this particular case only “404.php” was used. FIGURE 23 below shows the 
“Redirect.php” line of codes. 
 
                                  FIGURE 23. “Redirect.php” file and including “404.php”. 
 
Step 2 
Generating a “404.php” file as a flash message of “That page cannot be found!”. 
 
4.7 Build a “login.php” file and continuation of “Users.php”. 
 
This part gives the user an ability to sign in to his/her account by allowing the user to register and 
hash the password to a “salt” value. The following steps describe how the files were made. 
 
Step 1 
The credentials for the user to sign in were formatted by forming an action and a method. 
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                                 FIGURE 24. format for forming an action and a method. 
 
Step 2 
It was checked whether the input existed or not and also it was checked whether the form was 
submitted or not. Then, it was checked the “Token” supplied by the form to the “token” as an input 
helper. It was checked if “validation” has passed, and then it was proceeded to instantiate a user 
creating a login variable utilizing a user object and the login method. 
if(Input::exists())  
{                     
if(Token::check(Input::get('token'))) { 
$user = new User(); 
$remember = (Input::get('remember') ===  
'on') ? true: false; 
$login = $user->login(Input::get( 
'username'),  
Input::get('password'),$remember); 
if($login) { 
Redirect::to('index.php'); 
} else { 
echo'<p>Sorry, that username and password 
wasn\'t recognised.</p> '; 
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           }                                  
          } 
         } 
 
Step 3 
A public function called “login” in “User.php” file was built. It took a “username” and “password” as 
parameters and set them to a null (empty) string by default. And then it was checked if the 
“username” and “passwords” were supplied to the form. In order to get the data in the login table in 
the database, the “username” in the table was checked. 
 
public function find($user = null) { 
if($user) { 
$field = (is_numeric($user)) ? 'id' : 
'username'; 
$data = $this->_db->get('users',array( 
$field,'=',$user)); 
if($data->count()) { 
$this->_data = $data->first(); 
return true; 
         }                                  
        } 
return false; 
         }                                 
 
The above line checked the “user id” and extracted the detail from the database. And the essential 
login code with a “remember me” option was made as: 
 
public function login($username = null, 
$password = null,  
$remember = false) { 
if(!$username && !$password && $this-> 
exists()) { 
Session::put($this->_sessionName,$this-> 
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data()->id); 
} else { 
$user = $this->find($username); 
if($user) { 
if($this->data()->password === Hash::make  
($password, 
$this->data()->salt)) { 
Session::put($this->_sessionName,$this-> 
data()->id); 
if($remember) { 
$hash = Hash::unique(); 
$hashCheck = $this->_db->get( 
'users_session', array('user_id','=', 
                                                                   
$this->data()->id)); 
if(!$hashCheck->count()) { 
$this->_db->insert('users_session', 
     array ( 
'user_id'=>$this->data()->id,      
'hash'=>$hash)); 
} else { 
$hash = $hashCheck->first()->hash; 
        }                                     
Cookie::put($this->_cookieName,$hash, 
Config::get('remember/cookie_expiry')); 
        }                                    
return true; 
        }                                     
       } 
      } 
return false; 
        }                                      
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Step 4 
To get the data when a user is logged in, and to view if the user is logged in, a public function called 
“isLoggedIn( )” was defined as: 
public function isLoggedIn() { 
return $this->_isLoggedIn; 
         }                                    
 
4.8 Build a log out functionality “logout.php” file. 
 
This is the place where a user logged out from the session, and this functionality is an act of deleting 
a particular session. The following steps show the logout functionality. 
 
Step 1 
A file called “logout.php” was created, and inside of this file, it required once a file “core/init.php” 
from the directory folder (in this case the directory folder is “thesis”). 
Header('Content-Type:text/html; 
charset=UTF-8'); 
require'core/init.php'; 
$user = new User();  //new user object to 
     //make new user functionality 
     $user->logout(); 
     Redirect::to('index.php'); 
 
Step 2 
By creating a public function method called “logout” deleted the session of that particular “session 
name” in “User.php” file as:- 
     public function logout() { 
     $this->_db->delete('users_session', 
     array('user_id', '=', $this->data()->id)); 
     Cookie::delete($this->_cookieName);
 Session::delete($this->_sessionName); 
 } 
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4.9 Building a “Cookie” class “Cookie.php” file. 
 
A cookie helps to remember the user during logging into the system. In this particular case the 
cookie is built so that it functions to check the existence of the user, gets data, puts data and deletes 
data. The following steps describe how the cookie was created and how it was used. 
 
Step 1 
A class called “Cookie” inside “Cookie.php” file was created and inside of it a public static function 
called “exists” was built to check if a cookie actually existed or not. 
class Cookie { 
public static function exists($name) { 
return (isset($_COOKIE[$name])) ? true: 
false; 
         } 
        } 
                                                               
Step 2 
To get the value of the cookie a “get” method as a public static function was defined. 
public static function get($name) { 
return $_COOKIE[$name]; 
         } 
 
Step 3 
A “put” method as a public static function was defined. It took a “name”, a “value” and an “expiry” as 
an argument inside the “put” method. Since this “put” method was also needed for the delete 
functionality to delete cookie. 
public static function put($name,$value, 
$expiry) { 
if(setcookie($name,$value,time()+$expiry, 
'/')) { 
     return true; 
           }                                   
     return false; } 
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Step 4 
A functionality which deletes the cookie was created by defining a “delete” method as a public static 
function. Since the “put” method was created in step 3, the overall delete functionality was described 
as: 
public static function delete($name) { 
self::put($name,'',time()–1); 
         }                                     
Therefore the “cookie.php” class was defined containing four methods as shown in the FIGURE 25 
below: 
 
                          FIGURE 25. “Cookie.php” file. 
 
4.10 Building an update profile file (“update.php”). 
 
This part makes sure that the signed in user has the ability to change their profile details. Most of 
the functionalities have already been developed, for instance, the “validation” class checks if the 
user is signed in or not, “token formation”, “input helpers”, “validation helper”, validations passes the 
user back to the home page and informs the users that their profile has been updated. The following 
steps show how “update.php” file was created. 
 
Step 1 
A form action to make a post method has been created:- 
<form action = " " method = "post"> 
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<label for = "name"> Name:</label> 
<label for = "name"> ስም:</label> 
<input type = "text" name = "name" id = "name" 
value = " <? php echo escape($user->data()-> 
name);?>"> 
 <br> 
<input type = "submit" value = "Update"> 
<input type = "hidden" name = "token" value =" 
<? php echo 
Token::generate();?>"> 
</form>                                                                                           
 
Step 2 
By instantiating a new user, it was made to determine if a user is logged in or not. If a user is not 
logged in, the system was made to redirect him/her to the home page (“index.php”). 
$user = new User ( ); 
if(!$user->isLoggedIn()) { 
Redirect::to('index.php'); 
      }                                  
And if the user exists, the system checks if the “token” has supplied to “validates” the post 
data. 
if(Input::exists()) { 
if(Token::check(Input::get('token'))) { 
$validate = new Validate(); 
$validation = $validate->check($_POST, 
array ( 
'name'=>array ( 
'required'=>true, 
'min'=>2, 
'max'=>50) 
     )); 
And if “validation” has passed, the updating would be performed, and if not, the system would loop 
through the errors returned. 
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if($validation->passed()) { 
 try { 
$user->update(array( 
'name'=>Input::get('name') 
         )); 
} catch (Exception $e) { 
die($e->getMessage()); 
         } 
Session::flash('home','Your details have 
been updated.'); 
Redirect::to('index.php'); 
} else { 
foreach($validate->errors() as $error) { 
echo $error,'<br>'; 
          } 
         } 
        } 
       } 
 
Step 3 
A new method called “update” was created in “User.php” file as a public function. 
public function update($fields = array( 
),$id = null) { 
if(!$id && $this->isLoggedIn()) { 
$id = $this->data()->id; 
          } 
if(!$this->_db->update 
('users',$id,$fields)) { 
throw new Exception('There was a problem 
updating.'); 
           } 
          } 
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4.11 Building change/update password (“changepassword.php”). 
 
This is to make the ability for the user to change or update his/her password. The system checked if 
the existing password matches, and if it did, a new password would be supplied to a “New 
password” field, which must be the same as a “New password again” field. The following steps show 
how it was made. 
 
Step 1 
A form was created to make fields as: 
<form action = " " method = "post"> 
<div class = "field"> 
<label for= "password_current">Current password: 
</label> 
<label for ="password_current">/Nykyinen 
salasana:</label> 
<label for ="password_current">/ያሁኑ ፓስዋርድ:</label> 
<input type="password" name ="password_current" 
id ="password_current"> 
</div> 
<div class ="field"> 
<label for ="password_new">New password:</label> 
<label for ="password_new">/Uusi salasana:</label> 
<label for ="password_new">/እዲስ ፓስዋርድ:</label> 
<input type ="password" name ="password_new"  
id ="password_new">                                                                                 
</div> 
<div class ="field"> 
<label for ="password_new_again">New password 
again:</label> 
<label for ="password_new_again">/Uusi salasana 
uudestaan: </label> 
                       
<label for ="password_new_again">/ በድጋሚ እዲስ ፓስዋርድ: 
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</label> 
<input type ="password" name = "password_new_again" 
Id ="password_new_again"> 
</div> 
     <input type ="submit" value ="Change"> 
     <input type ="hidden" name ="token" value =”  
     <? Php echo Token::generate(); ?>"> 
     </form> 
 
Step 2 
A new “user object” was instantiated to make the user to be logged in. If the user is not logged in, 
the system redirects the user to the home page (“index.php”). 
$user = new User(); 
if(!$user->isLoggedIn()) { 
Redirect::to('index.php'); 
       }                                    
The system also checks if the user exists. And if the user exists, the system checks the “token” to 
prevent the possible cross site request forgery. At this point, the system validates the passwords as: 
'password_current'=>array( 
'required'=>true, 
'min'=>6), 
'password_new'=>array( 
'required'=>true, 
'min'=>6), 
'password_new_again'=>array( 
'required'=>true, 
'min'=>6, 
'matches'=>'password_new') 
 
The above method made a “hash” from the current password and a “salt” of the user, and compares 
it against the current password to make sure both fields match. 
If the validation is passed, the user is able to change or update the password; otherwise the system 
would loop through the errors. 
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if($validation->passed())  
      { 
if(Hash::make(Input::get(  
'password_current'), 
$user->data()->salt)!==$user->data() 
->password) {                                                                               
echo 'Your current password is wrong.'; 
} else { 
try { 
$salt = Hash::salt(32); 
$user->update(array(       
'password'=>Hash::make(Input::get(' 
password_new'),$salt), 
'salt'=>$salt 
          )); 
Session::flash('home','Your password has 
been changed!');     
Redirect::to('index.php'); 
            } 
catch(Exception $e) { 
die($e->getMessage()); 
            }                                  
            } 
} else { 
foreach($validate->errors() as $erro ) { 
echo $error,'<br>'; 
             }                                    
            } 
           } 
          } 
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4.12 Building permissions for different users. 
 
Different users need to have different permissions to log in to the system as either an “administrator” 
or as a “standard user”. The functionalities can be built up step wise as follows: 
 
Step 1 
Inside the “User.php” file, it was created a public function called “hasPermission” as:- 
public function hasPermission($key) { 
$group = $this->_db->query("SELECT * FROM 
groups WHERE id =?",array($this->data()->  
group)); 
if($group->count()) { 
     $permissions = json_decode($group-> 
     first()->permissions,true); 
if($permissions[$key] === 1) { 
return true; 
                        } 
                      } 
return false; 
          }                                     
And inside the home page (“index.php”) a flash message displayed on the home page telling the 
administrator he/she was an “administrator” as:- 
if($user->hasPermission('admin')) { 
?> <p>You're also an administrator!</p>                                  
<p>Olet sivuston ylläpitäjä!</p> 
<p>እርስዎ አድሚኒስትሪተር ነዎት!</p> 
<?php 
 
4.13 Building a profile page (“profile.php”) file. 
 
A profile page allows the user to display profile details about when the user was logged in and who 
has currently registered to the system. And if the user does not exist the system would be redirected 
to “404.php” to display “404” error. 
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Step 1 
It is checked if the user name was not supplied:- 
if(!$username = Input::get('user')) { 
Redirect::to('index.php'); 
        } 
// else check if the user exists:- 
$user = new User($username); 
if(!$user->exists()) { 
Redirect::to(404); 
} else { 
$data = $user->data(); 
       } 
 
The FIGURE 26 below shows the actual “profile.php” code: 
 
                                FIGURE 26. complete source code of “profile.php” file. 
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5 TESTING 
 
This project is not completed yet and is still being on development. It has been tested and 
developed in a single platform computer. And also it has been only running in a local host 
connection. When a new development is introduced, the functionality at each stage is tested to 
check if it fits and is integrated with the rest of the files and codes.  
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6 POSSIBILITIES OF FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 
 
 
This application requires a lot of options and implementations to be completed. A user should be 
able to search using the category options instead of browsing the whole page. Therefor, 
categorizing by type, model, fuel type, transmission type and so on must be introduced in the 
application.  
 
Multiple pictures uploading mechanisms must also be introduced in order to help conveying more 
information. Several searching mechanisms are also needed to make users searching method to be 
easier. For example, when a user would like to check newly introduced items into the page he/she 
has to be able to access it instead of going all over each of the items one by one. Introducing 
several language accessibility is also necessary for a better and more efficient marketing.  
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7 CONCLUSION 
 
 
In general, this application performs the basic registering and logging in of the user and uploading of 
his/her file along with the contact information to the database. Inserting data to the database and 
fetching it from the database is the prime object of this project. Different database table were 
created for specific items to be inserted and to be fetched. Even though this was possible to make, 
more options and functionalities must be added to make use of the application. For example, so far 
it is only possible to upload a single picture at a time. It must be enhanced in the future.  
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